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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to this module on Procurement by Partners

Contents

Every year UNHCR spends more than $1.1bn on goods, services and works to provide

Introduction

the assistance and support required by persons of concern.

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

What percentage of procurement with UNHCR funds is carried out by UNHCR’s
Supply teams?

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

100%

Chapter 5

60%

Chapter 6

50%
30%

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

UNHCR relies on its partners to support its programmes in a number of ways – by
supplying personnel, expertise and insights; and by procuring goods, services and works
on behalf of UNHCR.
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Why is this learning programme necessary?
UNHCR’s Supply teams are experienced and effective in conducting procurement
activities by following the UNHCR’s procurement principles and the Supply Manual. At
the same time, UNHCR’s Supply teams together with the Multi-Functional Team (MFT)
are required to support and monitor the procurement activities of UNHCR’s partners.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

As guardians of donor funds, it is critical that UNHCR is able to fully account for the
ways in which its budget is spent – this means we need to ensure programme goals
are met, and that procurement is always done in compliance with UN and UNHCR
Financial Regulations, procurement principles and processes. This presents challenges for
colleagues in Supply who are accountable not only for ensuring they themselves follow
procurement processes, but also that organizations entrusted funds for undertaking
procurement on behalf of UNHCR are assessed for their suitability and carefully
monitored.

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Supply colleagues need to be part of the Multi-Functional Implementing Partnership
Management Committee for Selection / Retention of Partners (IPMC) which is
responsible for deciding on whether to work with partners, and also whether to entrust
procurement to partners.
This learning programme will explain how Supply teams input into IPMC decision-making
when determining the suitability for partners to undertake procurement, and how Supply

Picture credit

teams cooperate with partners to support them in following the necessary processes.
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What is this Module about?

UNHCR implements programmes directly, or with partners. Often UNHCR wishes to
delegate partners to procure goods, services or works (or a combination of these) on
UNHCR’s behalf. When these decisions are made, it is critical that value for money and
the best interests of UNHCR are at the forefront of decision-making, and that Supply is
fully engaged in the process of implementing partnership mechanisms.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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Who is this Module for?

The module is aimed at Supply colleagues or colleagues performing supply functions
(according to the DOAP) in Country Offices, Regional Offices and HQ who contribute
to the selection and ongoing management of partners who have procurement
responsibilities. Furthermore, the course is also useful for Partner personnel dealing
with procurement.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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ON COMPLETION OF THIS MODULE YOU SHOULD BE
ABLE TO:

üR
ecognize why UNHCR chooses to entrust funds to partners for the
ü

procurement of goods, services, or works

Contents

A

dvise, as members of the multi-functional team, when partners with

Introduction

procurement responsibility are selected

ü

R

ecognize the risks and mitigation measures associated with procurement

Chapter 1

by partners

Chapter 2

ü

P

articipate in the process for entrusting procurement to partners

Chapter 3

ü

Recognize the requirements of the comparative review

ü

Identify the processes for establishing a Partnership Agreement (PA) with
partners that will undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR

Chapter 4
Chapter 5

ü

Assess potential partners using the Partner Procurement Assessment form

Chapter 6

ü

Know
 how to deal with procurement by partners in emergency situations

Chapter 7

and exceptional cases

ü

P

articipate in joint monitoring missions of partners undertaking
procurement on behalf of UNHCR

Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References
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CHAPTER 1:

UNHCR’S PARTNERS
Why does UNHCR work with partners?

Contents

The relationship between UNHCR and a partner is guided by shared humanitarian

Introduction

principles and commitment in achieving common goals. UNHCR views its relationship
with partners as one of long-term, close and strategic partnership based in communities,
rather than commercial arrangements based on deliverables and price.
All of UNHCR’s projects implemented with partners take place as part of a partnership
relationship guided by the Principles of Partnership.

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

What are the five Principles of Partnership?

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Equality

Responsibility

Cost-efficiency

Complementarity

Chapter 8

Transparency

Flexibility

Chapter 9

Result-oriented approach

Appendices

Picture credit
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Although the endorsement of the Principles of Partnership happened in parallel to the

Globally, UNHCR observes four principles in all its procurement activities, which directly

UN-led humanitarian reform process, the application of the principles goes beyond the

reflect the procurement principles of the United Nations as a whole.

humanitarian reform.
The Principles of Partnership describe the nature of the relationship between UNHCR

These UN/UNHCR Key Procurement Principles are:

and its partners and clearly describe how UNHCR and its partners should work together.
Best value for
money

UNHCR should entrust procurement to partners if:

Fairness,
integrity and
transparency

Effective
competition

Contents
The interest
of the
organization

Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

The partner has expertise or access to markets that cannot be
leveraged by UNHCR directly.

Chapter 4

UNHCR does not have the necessary resources to undertake
procurement directly.

Chapter 5

A partner is able to secure goods or services at better value
for money than UNHCR.

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
UNHCR entrusts funds to partners (only where necessary) to procure on UNHCR’s behalf
as part of its regular programmatic implementation to support its effectiveness. The
situations in which procurement is undertaken by partners is limited to those occasions
and conditions when the partner has a clearly proven comparative advantage:
• awareness of local conditions
• specific technical expertise
• operational efficiency
• cost saving
• compelling urgency
• access to a location that UNHCR does not have
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REFLECTION ACTIVITY

?	
Consider the situations you have encountered where procurement has been

entrusted to a partner. Which of the above occasions or conditions apply?
Are you comfortable that entrusting procurement to the partner was the best
choice in the circumstances?

NOTES:

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References
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How is procurement entrusted to a partner?
The Multi-Functional Implementing Partnership Management Committee for Selection /
Retention of Partners (IPMC) is responsible for deciding whether to work with partners.

Contents

Programme defines the overarching needs for a particular operation and guides the

Introduction

process to achieve the best implementation strategy.

Chapter 1

Procurement of which goods and/or services are not usually entrusted to partners?

Chapter 2

Core relief items

Chapter 3

✔

WASH facilities
Security

Chapter 5

Medical supplies

✔

Vehicles

✔

IT systems
SUBMIT

Chapter 4

RESET

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9

The procurement of Core Relief Items (CRIs) and medicines for distribution to refugees

Appendices

and other persons of concern, as well as procurement of vehicles, is normally done only
by the UNHCR Supply Management Service (SMS). Any request to a partner to procure
these centrally procured items must ﬁrst be approved by the SMS. For medicines and

Picture credit

medical supplies, SMS and Public Health Section (PHS) pre-approves.
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When considering any procurement, Supply must analyse how it can achieve value

Once Supply is able to make a recommendation (from a procurement perspective) about

(financial, quality and programmatic) for UNHCR. When considering whether or not to

whether procurement should be entrusted to a partner, the next step is to ensure that

entrust responsibility for procurement to a partner, Supply needs to weigh three options,

UNHCR has a suitable partner.

considering whether there is a proven advantage of any of the options:
In this Module we are focusing only on the procurement element of Partnership
• UNHCR procuring the goods and services itself

Agreements (PAs). The FIP (Framework for Implementing Partners) course explains the
nature of Partnerships from a Programme perspective.

• UNHCR procuring goods and delivering them to the partner for implementation
• UNHCR entrusting procurement to the partner
If the decision, based on the analysis of advantage, is to work with a procurement
partner, the way the partner is selected varies according to the nature of the project and
the partners already engaged by the Country Office.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2

NOTES:

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

REFLECTION ACTIVITY

?	
What types of tests might you want to apply to demonstrate that there is a

proven advantage for UNHCR to entrust procurement to a partner? Consider
how to test not only the advantage of working with a partner in this way, but
also whether the advantages outweigh any associated risks.
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What are the risks of entrusting procurement to a partner?
It is vital that when UNHCR entrusts responsibility for procurement, that UNHCR’s funds
are used according to UNHCR procurement principles and following the code of conduct
for staff members, vendors and partners.
There have been a number of incidents reported in the press and also in OIOS audit
reports. These reports demonstrate the significant reputational and financial risks to
which UNHCR is exposed when it procures through partners. To mitigate these risks,
UNHCR requires that all partners entrusted by UNHCR to undertake procurement apply
their own procurement rules and regulations which are assessed to be compatible with
the procurement policies and procedures of UNHCR and other applicable standards and
UNHCR (through the MFT) undertakes monitoring of partners at field level.
Let’s consider a fictional example.
UNHCR uses a Risk-Based Monitoring Report to assess the risks of working with a partner,
and includes consideration of the procurement component.
You can see clearly that the MFT has identified that the lack of procurement processes
could lead to misappropriation of funds and embezzlement (risk), with the consequent loss
of UNHCR resources. This procurement risk is identified in the risk catalogue and is also
weighted as part of the overall consideration of a partner.
It is important to carefully assess if the partner has the necessary policies and procedures
in place, and if not, work to mitigate the associated risks by supporting the partner and
engaging in monitoring activities as required by the MFT.
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Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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REFLECTION ACTIVITY

?	
Review each of the statements below and reflect on whether the actions
specified are routinely carried out in your experience at UNHCR.
Always

Often

Contents
Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Analysis of whether procurement
should be entrusted to partners
conducted by Supply

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

Analysis of proven advantage of
partner procurement conducted by
Supply

Chapter 3

Assessment of partner capability to
carry out procurement at the required
scale

Chapter 4
Chapter 5

Assessments of partners are
comprehensive and check existence
of policies and procedures for
the prevention, investigation and
sanctions for fraud

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Staff training on policies and
procedures relating to fraud and
procurement verified

Chapter 8
Chapter 9

Partners are visited following
establishment of PA to ensure
adherence to policies

Appendices

All partners with entrusted funds for
procurement of over USD 100,000 are
pre-qualified prior to PA signature

References

Confident that partners with entrusted
responsibility for procurement have
appropriate policies and procedures in
place and are regularly monitored
RESET

Can you point to specific reasons why inappropriate or incomplete actions have been
taken in the past?
What action can you, as an individual, take to try to improve the situation in your
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Introduction

workplace / office?

A clause has been introduced into the Partnership Agreement (PA) to require ethical
standards and acceptable conduct (see References page for a link to an example PA):

Engaging vendors for the procurement of goods and services is an activity that is

Contents

potentially vulnerable to fraud and/or corruption. As such, Partners must ensure that

Introduction

reasonable measures are in place to prevent, investigate and, if needed, discipline
fraudulent actions.

Chapter 1

The Partner must put in place a code of conduct concerning ethical practice and

Chapter 2

avoidance of conflicts of interest. All Partner employees with designated procurement

TIP: Click on each box
to learn more

authority must understand and observe this Standard Code of Conduct.

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

Code of Conduct

Segregation of
Duties

Vendor
Management

Competitive
Bidding

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Evaluation
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Supply
Compliance

Payment
Compliance

The standard Partnership Agreement (PA) with Governmental and Non-Governmental
Partners which was revised in 2018 also includes clauses which oblige partners:
(1) to have or to adopt a plan to put in place investigation policies and procedures and
to investigate allegations of abuse and possible misconduct (including fraud and
corruption); and,
(2) to establish a disciplinary system to take appropriate disciplinary measures when
misconduct is found to have occurred (Model Bipartite PA, Appendix 2: Standards of
Managing Misconduct).

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

Partners are also required to share with UNHCR the full investigation report of any
investigation into alleged abuse and misconduct and to ensure close coordination with

Chapter 4

UNHCR regarding the planning and conduct of any administrative action in regard to

Chapter 5

such allegations.

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

Picture credit

References
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CHAPTER 2:

ENGAGING PARTNERS ENTRUSTED
WITH RESPONSIBILITY FOR
PROCUREMENT

Contents
Introduction

How is procurement entrusted to a partner?

Chapter 1

Provisions and terms for entrusting UNHCR funds to a partner for procurement are stipulated

Chapter 2

in the Partnership Agreement (PA). By signing a PA with a partner which includes entrusted

Chapter 3

funds for procurement, UNHCR is agreeing that:
• there is a competitive advantage in addressing needs of refugees/persons of concern
• the situation compels UNHCR to designate the procurement to a partner (for example,
access or resources)
Not all PAs include the delegation of procurement to a partner.

Is it acceptable to enter into a Partnership Agreement that includes the possibility for
entrusting funds for procurement if, at the time of signing, there is no intention to entrust
procurement to the partner?
Yes
No

Picture credit

It depends on the situation.
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Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
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Supply / Demand Planning (Annex 1 Part A)

If the PA is signed without the delegation of procurement, and at a later stage UNHCR
needs to entrust procurement to the partner, a new process of seeking partners must be
undertaken to ensure transparency and fairness. This can take time.

Contents

It is possible in an emergency situation that a partner is granted permission to undertake

partners).

procurement until the necessary approvals (to be discussed later in the Module) are in

At this point it is important to include all procurement and to be involved in
considering needs from Programme which may already include a proposal to purchase

Introduction

advise on all purchasing decisions to ensure that UNHCR will achieve best value for
money if procurement is entrusted to a partner.

Chapter 1

place.
Let’s look at the process for entrusting procurement to a partner.

Chapter 2

Analysis of advantage
When Supply planning has been completed and initial decisions have been made
that certain goods / services / works will be purchased by partners with entrusted
funds from UNHCR, Supply must undertake an analysis to demonstrate that there
is advantage in using a partner for procurement.

RESET

QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

undertake this procurement, rather than it being conducted directly by UNHCR? (What is

Chapter 5

(From Annex 1: – Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust UNHCRfunded Procurement to Partners, Part A (Revised)). See References page for link to an
Annex 1 template.

Chapter 6

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

Planning (Annex 1 Part A)

References

Call for Expression of Interest (Annex 1 Part B)
Evaluation of submissions (Annex 1 Part C)
Partnership Agreement signed
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What is the purpose of Supply inputs when determining
whether a partner should be entrusted with responsibility
for procurement?
Contents
To ensure that partners are using procurement procedures acceptable to UNHCR and
compatible with UNHCR’s own procedures, Supply should be part of the MFT which
makes recommendations to the Head of Office on whether to approve a partner.

What do you think Supply colleagues are responsible for as members of the MFT?

Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

Determining eligibility of the potential partner
Working with other members of the MFT to ensure that the partner’s
procurement rules are compatible with UNHCR’s policy on Procurement
by Partners with UNHCR Funds
Engaging in monitoring activities in compliance with Implementing Partnerships
Management Guidance Note 4 (See References page for link)
Advising the MFT of pre-qualification requirements for potential partners
Supporting HQ Supply Management Service in assessing potential partners
for pre-qualification status

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

Picture credit

References
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What conditions apply?
All partners which undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR for more than
USD 100,000 must have their own procurement policies and procedures.

Contents

True

Introduction

False

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

Picture credit

References
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Before authorizing procurement to a partner under a PA, the UNHCR office, through
recommendations of the MFT to the Head of Office, is required to:
a.) undertake and document an analysis to determine whether procurement by a partner
has a clearly proven advantage, such as awareness of local conditions, specific
technical expertise, operational efficiency, and/or cost savings; or when there is
compelling urgency that necessitates the engagement of a partner for procurement.
b.) understand how to record Designation of Procurement to Partners (Annex 1 of the
Policy UNHCR/HCP/2014/11).
c.) determine whether the approximate value of goods and services being procured
requires that a partner is pre-qualified for procurement, and ascertain the partner
has valid status of Pre-qualification for Procurement, if the value of entrusted
procurement is above USD 100,000 (one PA, one calendar year, one country).
d.) ensure that the requirement for procurement specifications be included in the Call for
Expression of Interest (or Request for Information) and assessment of procurement
capacity of the partner forms an essential component of the partner selection criteria
for project implementation.
e.) detail the procurement requirements in the PA and supporting project procurement
plan.
f.) monitor procurement activities by the partner to achieve the best value for money
and ensure compliance with the PA and the UNHCR Policy Guidance Note No. 4 on

All partners should be recommended to apply for pre-qualification, even if the
proposed project procurement is less than USD 100,000.

✔ ✔

True

Contents

False
SUBMIT

Introduction

RESET

The Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No.4, Rev. 1, requires

Chapter 1

pre-qualiﬁcation for all partners should the procurement element of the PA exceed

Chapter 2

USD 100,000. However, it is recommended that, for any PA where procurement is

Chapter 5

procurement element of the PA is expected to be less than USD 100,000?

Chapter 6

Without PQP status there is no commitment by the partner to apply
procurement procedures.

Chapter 7

PQP status guarantees that the partner will adhere to the requirements of
UNHCR’s procurement principles and the Supply Manual.

Chapter 8

Granting PQP status is undertaken by HQ Supply Management Service and
indemnifies the Country Office if there are problems with the partner.
Prices and situations can change, and this approach provides the most
flexibility within a PQP to raise the procurement limits if necessary.

Chapter 9

✔

Appendices
References

SUBMIT

RESET

Pre-qualiﬁcation (PQP) status is a necessary condition
of a partner’s procurement
policies and procedures
with UNHCR and other
standards.

for a partner to procure goods and services of a value
above USD 100,000 in one calendar year under one
single PA in one country. In emergency situations it is
possible to obtain a waiver which enables the partner
to procure above the USD 100,000 limit for a short

of a partner’s capacity

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

Chapter 4

Why is it recommended for a partner to apply for PQP status even if the

Procurement by Partners with UNHCR Funds (See References page for link).
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Chapter 3

included, the partner apply for PQP status.

procurement in a given

time while PQP status is being processed. However, it
is much better from the perspective of Supply planning
to ask partners to apply for PQP status as soon as
possible to avoid potential delays later in the project.

Let’s have a look at each of the other
options in a little more detail.
Contents
Introduction

Without PQP status there is no
commitment by the partner to
apply procurement procedures.

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

PQP status guarantees that
the partner will adhere to the
requirements of UNHCR’s
procurement principles and the
Supply Manual.

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Granting PQP status is undertaken
by HQ Supply Management Service
and indemnifies the Country Office
if there are problems with the
partner.

Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Let’s now look in more detail at the nature of Supply’s inputs to the MultiFunctional Implementing Partnership Management Committee for Selection /
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Retention of Partners (IPMC).

Supply’s inputs to the MFT
UNHCR has created a template for Supply to provide its inputs to the MFT – Annex

These three Parts of Annex 1 have distinct purposes and should be used by Supply

1 of the Administrative Instruction on Procurement by Partners under Partnership

according to the following timeline.

Agreements (with Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note No. 4, Rev. 1).

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

See References page for a link to the Annex 1 template. It comprises three parts:

Part A
Guiding questions to
support decision on
modality of procurement:
procurement directly
by UNHCR or through
partnerships.

Part B
Guiding questions
for assessment of
procurement capacity of
partner during selection
process.

Part C
Final decisions to
entrust UNHCR-funded
procurement to a
partner.

Planning Stage
• Part A
• ‘Decision in principle’ on whether or not to entrust procurement
to a partner.

Chapter 5
“Call” Design Stage
• Part B
• Considering what information should be requested in the “Call”
(EOI or RFI) during the selection of partners.
• Procurement must be included as one of the selection criteria.

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8

“Call” Evaluation Stage
• Part C
• Following responses to the “Call” by potential partners, a decision
is taken as to which partner will be engaged (recommendations
from MFT to Head of Office).

Now that we have a good idea of the process for engaging with potential partners, let’s
look at what happens in practice.

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

RESET
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Chapter 9
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CHAPTER 3:

ASSESSING THE NEED FOR A
PARTNER WITH ENTRUSTED
FUNDS FOR PROCUREMENT –
NOVAPRESH (FICTIONAL)

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

It is October and UNHCR Novapresh is experiencing a number of challenges as a result
of a recent coup and associated government decisions. Although UNHCR has retained
its VAT exemption, it and other international NGOs have been severely restricted in their
ability to purchase and deliver items in areas of the country which are under army control
and curfew.
The UNHCR Supply team is small and capacity is limited affecting the team’s ability
to undertake the necessary procurement actions for all items. As well as government
restrictions there are security concerns which limit UNHCR’s access to markets in the
North of the country.
A preliminary market survey has identified several local NGOs and charities which
have highly experienced staff operating in the North of the country and which are not
subject to government restrictions. These NGOs and charities hold frame agreements
with a number of national and international suppliers of items such as –in this example
– sanitary materials, as well as other goods and services including transportation and
Picture credit

delivery, at comparable rates to those available to UNHCR.
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Chapter 2
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Chapter 4
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What is the first step the Novapresh UNHCR Supply team should take as part of its
annual Supply planning?
Determining whether to purchase the required sanitary materials directly
or through partners
Reviewing current partners to determine if any is in a position to
undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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Have a look at the table below and consider which organization(s) have comparative
advantage in Novapresh based on the information provided.

Contents
Criteria

UNHCR

Awareness of local
conditions
Specific technical
expertise

Potential local NGO /
charity partners

purchase the required sanitary materials in Novapresh?

Chapter 1

UNHCR
n/a

n/a
Yes

Cost saving

Yes

Compelling urgency

Yes
n/a

Access to local markets
VAT exemption

Introduction

Yes

Operational efficiency

Donor conditions

Based on the table above, which organization do you believe is best placed to

Yes

Local NGO / charity

Chapter 2
Chapter 3

Other international NGO

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

n/a

Chapter 7

Yes

Chapter 8

No

Chapter 9
Appendices
References
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What should the Supply team at Novapresh do, now that it has determined that
procurement through a local partner is preferred?
Complete Annex 1, Part A as part of the detailed annual budgeting and
planning, or when the team makes a ‘decision in principle’ during the year
about whether or not to entrust procurement to a partner.
Contact potential partners to begin the process of assessing their capability
and capacity to undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR.
Request that the Multi-Functional Implementing Partnership Management
Committee for Selection / Retention of Partners (IPMC) issue a Call for
Expression of Interest for new partners with procurement capacity.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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Here is the completed Annex 1, Part A, completed by Anastasiya in the
Novapresh Supply team.

Contents
Annex 1, Part A (Revised)
Guiding questions to support decision on modality of procurement:
procurement directly by UNHCR or through partnerships
(Part A should be used during the Planning Stage.)
UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh

Why is UNHCR requesting
Partner(s) to undertake
procurement not to be
conducted directly by UNHCR –
the comparative advantage?

Pillar/PPG:

Describe the nature of
procurement envisaged.

Assessment of procurement modality for the purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials

Please refer to the cover note of
this document on when and how
this part has to be completed.

Procurement is to be undertaken in the name of
UNHCR for the provision of sanitary materials in
Novapresh, Northern Territories. The current number
of UNHCR Supply staff in the field is limited, which
hinders the purchasing and delivery capacity given the
conditions of the operation.

Introduction

In a preliminary market survey before the Call for
Expression of Interest, UNHCR has identified several
partners which can contribute a higher amount of highly
experienced and trained staff in providing essential
services and support in Novapresh and specifically in
the Northern Territories. These organizations also offer
constant supply training and workshops not only to
their staff but also to different actors in the field such as
other NGOs and volunteers.

Chapter 3

Hard to reach communities where security is a concern
also limits market access for UNHCR in the Northern
Territories. Although exempt from VAT, this limited
access represents a financial disadvantage for UNHCR.
The identified partners hold different frame agreements
with local and international suppliers for the provision
of sanitary materials and other goods and services
including transportation and delivery, which follow
economies of scale and offer a comparative advantage
over UNHCR capacity at present.
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Validated by:

Name

Signature

Date

UNHCR Planning Coordinator

Kofi

March 1

UNHCR Senior Supply Officer
or authorized person with
designated supply functions

Anastasiya

March 1

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Multi-Functional Implementing Partnership
Management Committee for Selection / Retention
of Partners (IPMC) meets
Inputs from Programme, Supply and other stakeholders are being considered by the
IPMC as it comes to a decision about how to deliver the required assistance to the
Northern Territories in Novapresh.
Given the security situation and Programme concerns about being able to respond to
a growing need in the region, it is agreed that partners should be sought to support
UNHCR.

What should Supply recommend at this point?
The ability to undertake procurement activities should be included as one of
the selection criteria in the EOI for all projects.
The ability to undertake procurement activities should be included as one of
the selection criteria in the EOI for those projects that will definitely require
procurement.

Contents

The ability to undertake procurement activities should not be included as
one of the selection criteria in the EOI – this can be considered if, and when,
the need arises.

Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4

The MFT is not only considering the procurement of sanitary materials – there are many
programme activities to be undertaken, some requiring partners to purchase items on

Chapter 5

behalf of UNHCR, others which, at present, do not.

Chapter 6

The MFT agrees to recommend to the Head of Office that new partners should be

Chapter 7

sought through an Expression of Interest (EOI).

Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References
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A colleague suggests that UNHCR has existing partners on the roster which may be
interested in supporting activities in the Northern Territories.
What is the process for engaging with existing partners?
Contents
The ability to undertake procurement activities should be included as one
of the selection criteria in the Request for Information for all projects.
The ability to undertake procurement activities should be included as one
of the selection criteria in the Request for Information for those projects
that will definitely require procurement.
Only partners in the roster which already have PQP status should be
contacted with the Request for Information.

Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

The Head of Office agrees that new partners should be sought through an Expression of

Picture credit

Interest (EOI) and the MFT coordinates this activity.
The Expression of Interest includes the requirement that potential partners should be in
a position to undertake procurement activities on behalf of UNHCR.
Let’s have a look at the next Supply inputs to the process.
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References

CHAPTER 4:

DOES THE PARTNER HAVE THE
CAPACITY TO UNDERTAKE
PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES?

Contents
Introduction

When UNHCR issues an Expression of Interest or Request for Information for new partners,
Supply’s input as part of the Multi-Functional Team is to determine whether the potential
partners have the capacity and capability to undertake procurement activities to the standards

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

required by UNHCR.

Chapter 3

How can the Supply team assess potential partners?

Chapter 4

Local knowledge of the partner

Chapter 5

Visiting or interviewing the partner

Chapter 6

Requesting the partner to apply for PQP status

Chapter 7

Asking the partner for evidence of staffing and resources for procurement

Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

Picture credit

References
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When responses are received from potential partners, Supply and other members of
the MFT are responsible for carrying out their own assessment of that partner. These
assessments are then all considered by the MFT so that a recommendation can be made
to the Head of Office regarding entering into a PA with that partner.

Contents

Procurement type Procurement type

Introduction

For Supply, inputs at this point in the process are consolidated into Annex
1, Part B, shown here. The form must be completed for every partner that

Chapter 1

responds to the EOI or RFI.

Chapter 2

Part B (Revised)
Guiding questions for assessment of procurement capacity of Partner during
selection process

4. What is the procurement size
and nature to be entrusted
to the Partner in the current
year?

Procurement type

Procurement

UNHCR Operation:
Project title (if known):
Assessment of the selection of a specific Partner to undertake procurement
Please provide the rationale for selection: the outcome of the Partner procurement capacity
assessment, information on whether the Partner has been given PQP status and other
elements as relevant. Please ensure that the relevant information below is included in the
“Call”.
1. Name of Partner under
assessment
2. Were the procurement
requirements clearly
mentioned in the “Call”?
3. What is your assessment of
the Partner’s professional
experience and capability for
undertaking procurement at
the required scale?

Is there a functioning
procurement unit at
operational level?
Number of International
Staff
Average years of
professional experience of
the procurement staff
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o Yes
o No

o Goods
o Services
o Construction works
o
o

International
Local

Specify item for
procurement

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Specify the value US$

Chapter 8
5. Please provide a brief
description of what is to be
procured by a Partner
6. Has the Partner demonstrated
experience in undertaking
procurement of a similar size
and nature over the past
three years and with which
organization? – include it in
the “Call”
Please provide specific
examples over the past two
years.

Chapter 9
Appendices

Procurement type

References
International Procurement
(Value US$ per year)
Local Procurement
(Value US$ per year)
Number of relevant
projects

o UNHCR
o other UN agencies
o other agencies:

Contents
Introduction
7. Does the Partner have a clean
audit opinion and verification
record related to procurement
activities in the past two
years?

8. The Partner is assessed as:

o Audited by external audit firm

(commissioned by Partner in case of first time
engagement)

Specify audit firm

Chapter 3

Opinion

Chapter 4

o Audited by UNHCR

Chapter 5

Year of audit

Chapter 6

Opinion

Chapter 7

ICQ procurement risk
rating

Chapter 8

o Pre-qualified by UNHCR:
Date of PQP-notification: .............................................
Pre-qualified by other UN agency,
Namely: …………………………………………………...............
Date of pre-qualification: …………………………………….

10. Any other comments?
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Chapter 2

Year of audit

o

9. Does the Partner have VAT
exemption?

Chapter 1

o Yes
o

No

Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Let’s have a look at some of these questions in a little more detail.
Remember, it is the responsibility of the Supply team (as part of the MFT) to satisfy themselves that the
potential partner has the capacity and capability to undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR, adhering to
the UNHCR procurement principles and operating effective procurement policies and standards.

Contents
Introduction

Were the procurement
requirements clearly mentioned
in the “Call”?

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

What is your assessment of the
Partner’s professional experience
and capability for undertaking
procurement at the required scale?
What is the procurement size
and nature to be entrusted to the
Partner in the current year?

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9

Has the Partner demonstrated
experience in undertaking
procurement of a similar size and
nature over the past three years
and with which organization?
Does the Partner have a clean
audit opinion and verification
record related to procurement
activities in the past two years?
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Appendices
References

REFLECTION ACTIVITY

?	
Reflect on your Office’s current PAs and partners. Are you confident that

UNHCR has taken steps to ensure that the partners are truly able to undertake
procurement on UNHCR’s behalf? Or are you relying on the partner declaration
in the PA to mitigate any lack of due diligence on the part of UNHCR?

NOTES:

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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What procurement rules do partners have to follow?
According to Guidance Note 4:

Contents
Partners are expected to follow their procurement rules and policies that are
compatible with those of UNHCR. When UNHCR is considering whether to

Introduction
Chapter 1

entrust any procurement to a specific Partner, UNHCR must further undertake a
process of assessment to verify that the Partner’s procurement rules, regulations

Chapter 2

and practices are compatible with:

Chapter 3

• UN/UNHCR Key Procurement Principles;

Chapter 4

• UNHCR ethical standards in procurement; and

Chapter 5

• A systematic approach that maintains control measures for effective
management of procurement processes.

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Additional to the above, if the expected procurement value is US $100,000 or
more under a single Partnership Agreement, UNHCR must verify the following
requirements by each prospective Partner considered for such procurement
activities:
• The prospective Partner demonstrates sufficient assessed capacity (actual
or potential human and logistics resources for undertaking procurement
at the required scale) and experience in undertaking effective and efficient
Picture credit

procurement of similar size, specification and within the same or similar
operating environment; and
• The prospective Partner must have current PQP status covering the country
in which the Partnership Agreement is to be signed, unless the Partner falls
under the exemptions of paragraph 19 of this Guidance Note.
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Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

When we talk about having procurement rules and standards which are compatible with

When entering into a PA is it possible for UNHCR to set thresholds for the

UNHCR’s, what do we mean?

application of informal and formal solicitation methods for a specific partner?

In practice, we require that the partner:
• has standard procurement procedures
• applies formal and informal solicitation methods that respect the four procurement
principles, especially the principles of effective competition and best value for money
• applies straightforward thresholds for formal and informal solicitation methods which
are compatible with the provision described in the Guidance Note 4

Yes, UNHCR can set thresholds which are lower than or equal to
UNHCR’s thresholds.
No, UNHCR is not able to do this, but can request that the partner
considers the application of thresholds that differ from UNHCR’s.
Yes, however UNHCR cannot do this on a case-by-case basis, instead it is
necessary to apply the same conditions to all PAs where there is a
requirement to undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2

• has compatible regulations on waiver of competitive bidding

Chapter 3

• has procedures for the documentation of procurement actions

Chapter 4

• ensures segregation of duties in procurement to payment cycle
• has signing authority for contracts
• has a Code of Conduct (with Conflict of Interest regulation) for employees
• has a Code of Conduct for suppliers
and, in terms of operational requirements:
• has a vendor management system (i.e. list of potential suppliers, supplier performance
evaluation, contract management etc.)

Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References
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If a partner will only use informal procurement methods (i.e. all aggregated purchases
Key point

will be under the USD 40,000 threshold as prescribed in UNHCR’s Supply Manual,
Chapter 8) then there is no requirement for the partner to have formal solicitation
methods in place.

Guidance Note 4, paragraphs 22
through 35, provide more detail on
how a partner can ensure adherence
to UNHCR’s procurement principles
(See References page).

True

It depends on the threshold established
between UNHCR and the partner

RESET

✔

RESET

This is a diﬃcult question!
If the overall procurement within the current year is less than USD 100,000, it is not
mandatory to have PQP status. In this case, the UNHCR Oﬃce should determine
whether the partner has the capability and capacity to undertake the required
procurement and follows procurement principles. This may mean the UNHCR Oﬃce
judges that if the partner has robust processes for informal solicitation methods only,
this is possible. However, should any procurement above the threshold be required, or
should the UNHCR Oﬃce wish to reduce the threshold for informal solicitation
methods, then this should be taken into consideration. It is important to note that this
provision refers to aggregated purchases and is not ‘per transaction’. Splitting
purchases is not allowed for any procurement with UNHCR funds.
If the overall procurement within the current year is more than USD 100,000, then
PQP status is mandatory and this requires the partner to demonstrate that its
procurement policies and procedures are compatible with those of UNHCR. This
requires that the partner demonstrates to HQ Supply Management Service that it has
policies and procedures in place to undertake both formal and informal solicitation. As
stated previously, it is the role of the UNHCR Oﬃce to determine whether the partner
has the capability and capacity to undertake the required procurement.
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Remember that partners follow
their own rules and procedures for
procurement which should be
compatible with UNHCR’s rules and
regulations. However, they can set
lower thresholds if they wish.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

False

SUBMIT

Key point
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Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

REFLECTION ACTIVITY

?	
Consider the case of small to medium-sized partners. How easy do you
think it will be for them to fulfil the above requirements?
Very easy

Contents
Easy

Possible

Difficult

Impossible

has standard procurement procedures

Chapter 1

applies formal and informal solicitation
methods that respect the four procurement
principles, especially the principles of effective
competition and best value for money

Chapter 2
Chapter 3

applies straightforward thresholds for formal
and informal solicitation methods which are
compatible with the provision described in the
Guidance Note 4

Chapter 4
Chapter 5

has compatible regulations on waiver of
competitive bidding

Chapter 6

has procedures for the documentation of
procurement actions

Chapter 7

ensures segregation of duties in procurement
to payment cycle

Chapter 8
Chapter 9

has signing authority for contracts

Appendices

has a Code of Conduct (with Conflict of
Interest regulation) for employees

References

has a Code of Conduct for suppliers
has a vendor management system
RESET

If UNHCR has already assessed that procurement by a partner is the optimal approach
in a given situation, then the Supply team must work with partners to help them
comply with UNHCR’s requirements. It is in UNHCR’s interests to have partners which
are working within the procurement principles and which have robust and effective
procurement rules and standards. If achieving that requires support from UNHCR – for
example, by participating in evaluation panels or committees – then this should be
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explored prior to signature of the PA.

Gaining PQP status
If a partner has PQP status, then there is no need for the Supply team to conduct
further assessment of the partner’s capacity and capability.

Introduction

True
False
SUBMIT

Contents

✔
RESET

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

A partner’s Pre-qualiﬁcation for Procurement (PQP) is an evaluation process,
conducted by the HQ Supply Management Service which involves the review of the
compatibility of the partner’s procurement policies and procedures with UNHCR and
other applicable standards.
The PQP status process is not an evaluation of the partner’s capacity and capability to

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

perform eﬀective procurement in a given operation. Such a capacity and capability

Chapter 7

assessment is conducted separately by the UNHCR Oﬃce, as part of the Partner

Chapter 8

selection process required for the completion of Annex 1, Part B prior to concluding
the PA.
The evaluation ascertains that the partner has adopted its own policies and
procedures for procurement that are compatible with those of UNHCR.
A partner with PQP status would be permitted to undertake procurement under a PA,

Picture credit

provided it has the capacity.
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Chapter 9
Appendices
References

If a partner is granted PQP status, but is undertaking procurement of under USD

If a partner is granted PQP status, but is undertaking procurement of more than USD

100,000, is it acceptable for that partner to follow UNHCR’s Chapter 8 of the

100,000, is it acceptable for that partner to follow UNHCR’s Chapter 8 of the Supply

Supply Manual when undertaking procurement on behalf of UNHCR?

Manual when undertaking procurement on behalf of UNHCR?
Contents

Yes

Yes

No

No
It depends on the partner

Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
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If a potential partner has PQP status, then the Country Office must enter into a

What is the process for obtaining PQP status?

PA with that partner, even if the local assessment finds that the partner does not
have the necessary capacity.

Is it possible for potential partners to apply for PQP status without being part of an
active Call (i.e. without responding to a specific EOI or RFI)?

True
False
SUBMIT

✔
RESET

Yes
No

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2

Valid PQP status is required before a PA can be signed with a partner if there is
procurement envisaged to be more than USD 100,000 in the current ﬁnancial year (01
January – 31 December) of the project. However, although PQP status is a
requirement for the PA, the Country Oﬃce MFT and Head of Oﬃce can decide
whether or not to enter into a PA with a speciﬁc partner.
The procurement element of the PA is just one part of the assessment of suitability
and requires a combination of HQ Supply Management Service inputs (over USD
100,000) and local Supply inputs. If either party is unable to assess the partner
positively, then the PA should not be recommended.

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

Key point

References
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Let’s have a look at the PQP application process more closely.
1. Partner submits an application for PQP status prior to signing the PA.
2.

3.

If the partner submits all necessary documents, UNHCR Supply Management Service confirms it in an
email response.

Contents

If the outcome of the evaluation process is rejection of PQP status, UNHCR will provide enough time for

Introduction

the partner to make its procurement procedures and policies compliant and submit a new application.
4.

Chapter 1

HQ Supply Management Service will notify the IPMS and the relevant Country Office(s) of its decision

Chapter 2

to grant or deny the PQP status, or a consultation period shall be opened, within three months of the
submission of the application.

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

Application Process to HQ Supply Management
Service through e-mail or Partner Portal
Normal
Submission

HQ Supply Management Service conducts the evaluation process to
determine the granting of a PQP status which involves the review of the
compatibility of the Partner’s procurement policies and procedures with
the provisions of the New Guidance Note 4.
Completed “Partner
Procurement Self-Assessment
Check List”

Fast Track
Submission
in case of
exigency

44

Procurement manual detailing
procurement policy and
procedures, as well as any
procurement related sample
forms.
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PS SMS will open an application file and
conduct consultations with the Partner, if
needed. Upon reaching an agreement,
PS communicates the outcome of the
application process to all parties concerned.

PQP Granted
PQP Not Granted

Multi-country
scope
or
National scope

PQP status is valid for five years (the year it is
granted and four following calendar years). At
the end of the five-year period, the partner will
no longer be listed as pre-qualified unless its

Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

status has been renewed.

Chapter 8
If a partner wishes to renew its PQP status, it
must follow the steps above, ideally not later
than six months before its current status
expires. This can enable HQ Supply Service to
evaluate whether the PQP status can be
maintained for the next five years.

Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Who is responsible for ensuring that a partner has a valid PQP status?

The partner

✔

It is important for the local Supply team to be fully engaged with potential partners, and
to make them aware of UNHCR’s PQP process and requirements. If the UNHCR Office

HQ Supply Management Service
UNHCR Country Office Supply team
SUBMIT

How can we support partners through the PQP process?

✔

RESET

provides assistance to the partner to submit its application, based on an evaluation of
the partner’s self-assessment, the Office can express its recommendation by signing the
self-assessment checklist.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2

HQ Supply Management Service is responsible for granting PQP status only and not

The partner must submit a series of documents to hqsmsipp@unhcr.org to apply for PQP

for managing partners at a local level. To ensure that the PA remains valid, it is the

status:

Chapter 3

• A scanned version of a completed “Partner Procurement Self-Assessment Checklist”

Chapter 4

responsibility of both the partner and the MFT to monitor and maintain PQP status to
ensure the ongoing validity of the PA. The MFT has ownership of PAs in the Country
Oﬃce and should undertake ongoing monitoring of all aspects of the PA.

signed by an authorized person (Head of Supply or Representative of Organization) and

Chapter 5

by the UNHCR Office if applicable.

UNHCR is able to set a 60-day deadline on responses to any questions arising in
the PQP process, and failure to respond within the time limit may result in the PQP

• The applicant’s procurement manual detailing procurement policy and procedures, as
well as any procurement-related sample forms, for evaluation.

status being rejected.
True

✔

RESET

UNHCR reserves the right to set up a deadline no shorter than 60 days for applicants
(except in the case of Fast Track applications) to provide their feedback during the
consultation period. In case the applicant does not provide feedback, UNHCR may
close the consultation period with a result of rejection of the application which does
not hinder the partner’s capacity to submit a new application.
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Chapter 7
Chapter 8

Key point

False
SUBMIT

Chapter 6

HQ Supply Management Service will
notify the partner, the Implementing
Partnership Management Service
(IPMS) and the relevant UNHCR
or deny the PQP status, or a
consultation period shall be
opened within three months of the
submission of the application.
If approved, the partner will be
added to the list of partners with
PQP status, which is recorded on
UNHCR’s Partner Portal and external
website www.unhcr.org/supply

RESET

Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Sometimes it is necessary for PQP status to be
fast-tracked:
• A partner can submit an urgent request for pre-qualification

What happens if a partner is rejected for PQP status?

Which of the following statements is true?

Contents

accompanied by a declaration issued by the local UNHCR Office
confirming the situation of exigency.
• HQ Supply Management Service may temporarily grant the PQP status
within five working days after receiving the corresponding application.
• The temporary PQP status shall last no more than 90 days after which
the standard evaluation process should be completed and a final
decision taken.
• Procurement actions that have been begun during the period of validity
of the temporary PQP status are valid and can be conducted by the
partner even when the temporary pre-qualification expires or a final
decision “not to grant PQP status” is adopted. Approval is required by
HQSMS on a case-by-case basis.

If a partner is rejected for PQP status the partner is permitted to undertake
procurement on behalf of UNHCR for less than USD 100,000 in one
calendar year (01 January – 31 December) under one single PA in one
country if following procurement principles.
If a partner is rejected for PQP status the partner must re-apply.
SUBMIT

RESET

✔

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

in one calendar year (01 January – 31 December) under one single Partnership
Agreement in one country. This means that if the partner is rejected for PQP status,
then the partner may, if assessed by the UNHCR Oﬃce to have the capability and

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8

one calendar year (01 January – 31 December) under one single PA in one country.

Chapter 9

The delegation of procurement to this partner is not ideal but possible.

Appendices

The zero-sum game should be considered at all times during the selection process: i.e.
some partners may not have PQP status or the capacity to obtain it, however in view
of fair competition for those small projects that may not require procurement capacity,
the criteria for the selection should not be restricted, in this case, for the mandatory
requirement of procurement capacity in the shape of PQP.
Flexibility should always be considered in the equation for the selection of partners, as
restricting the number of partners that can work with UNHCR may limit the operability
of its mandate through a lack of implementing bodies on the ground.
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Chapter 1

Remember that the PQP status is mandatory only for procurement over USD 100,000

capacity to do so, undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR up to USD 100,000 in
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Introduction

If a partner is rejected for PQP status the partner is not permitted to
undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR.

References

Exceptions to the PQP status requirement
In which of the following cases do you think the requirement for PQP status is
waived?
When there is a Level 1 or Level 2 emergency
If the partner is a Government or governmental organization, and
is a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO)
Where there are legal constraints on Governments or governmental
organizations that prevent them from fully complying with
UNHCR’s PQP requirements

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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CHAPTER 5:

ASSESSING ‘CALLS’ FOR A
PARTNER WITH ENTRUSTED
FUNDS FOR PROCUREMENT –
NOVAPRESH (FICTIONAL)

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

It is September and UNHCR Novapresh has been receiving responses to its Expression of
Interest (EOI) for a partner to support programmes in the North of Novapresh. The project
will require partners to undertake procurement actions for all sanitary materials and this has
been made clear in the EOI. Supply, along with other members of the MFT has been asked to
assess the partners against the relevant requirements in the EOI.

Chapter 5

Which part of Annex 1: – Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust

Chapter 7

UNHCR-funded Procurement to Partners needs to be completed at this point in the

Chapter 8

Part B
Part C

Picture credit

Chapter 4

Chapter 6

Part A
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Chapter 3

Let’s work through this process now.

process?
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Does Annex 1, Part B need to be completed for all of the prospective partners that
have submitted a response to the ‘Call’ (EOI)?
Yes
No

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4

The procurement value for this project is USD 674,141. Is PQP status required?
Yes
No
It depends on the nature of the organization

Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
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Let’s have a look at the three prospective partners that have responded to the ‘Call’ and
require Supply’s assessment of capability and capacity. The responses to the EOI are very
long, and so we are providing you with a brief summary of each organization.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

HelpAid

NovaRelief

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
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Novapresh
Displacement Support
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REFLECTION ACTIVITY

Let’s have a look at what the Supply team has reported for each of the prospective
Partners.

?	
Based on the information you have so far and Annex 1, Part B, do you believe
any of the prospective Partners has/have the capacity and capability to
undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR?

Contents

What are your concerns?

Introduction
Chapter 1

NOTES:

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
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Have a look back at the information we have about HelpAid and the situation in

NovaRelief is a new organization, but what do you feel about its ability to be a

Novapresh. Which of the following statements are true?

Partner for UNHCR?

HelpAid has better access to suppliers than UNHCR
HelpAid is better at undertaking procurement than UNHCR
HelpAid has a well-qualified procurement and supply team
HelpAid has PQP status which means it is able to enter into a PA
HelpAid is a strategic Partner for UNHCR

NovaRelief does not yet have the capacity for large-scale high-value
procurement

✔

NovaRelief could be trusted with smaller projects in the future

✔

NovaRelief has concerning business practices
NovaRelief lacks the programme expertise necessary
NovaRelief has PQP status which means it is able to enter into a PA
SUBMIT

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

RESET

Chapter 4
UNHCR is often in a position where it needs to bring on new partners – it is not
always possible to engage with an experienced and established organization. In these
cases it is important to remember that the role of Supply is to mitigate the risks
associated with entrusting funds for procurement to a partner. In this case the Supply
team in Novapresh might consider:
• engaging with NovaRelief on smaller projects, with procurement at less than USD
100,000 to enable NovaRelief to work with UNHCR to develop its procurement
processes.
• splitting larger projects into smaller elements to allow new partners to work
alongside established partners, reducing the risk of dependence on a sole partner
and ensuring that UNHCR's programmes are delivered whilst 'on-boarding'
new partners.
• engaging with NovaRelief on projects that do not require procurement in the ﬁrst
instance, to establish a working relationship.
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Novapresh Displacement Support has a lot of experience in Novapresh and working
on large projects, however there are some red flags in the information provided.
What are they?
There have been procurement irregularities in previous projects.

Contents

Novapresh Displacement Support has not applied for PQP status.

Introduction

There is no evidence of Novapresh Displacement Support working with
other agencies.

Chapter 1

Novapresh Displacement Support does not seem to have technical
expertise in the programme area.
Novapresh Displacement Support does not have the capacity or
capability to undertake formal and informal procurement.
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Chapter 6
Chapter 7
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CHAPTER 6:

THE FINAL DECISION TO ENTRUST
UNHCR-FUNDED PROCUREMENT
TO A PARTNER

Contents
Introduction

When the MFT has agreed that:
• a partner should be engaged, with the capacity to undertake procurement on behalf of

UNHCR, and

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

• a specific Partner is suitable

Chapter 3

then the MFT makes its recommendation to the Head of Office to enter into a Partnership

Chapter 4

Agreement.

Chapter 5

At this point, Supply is required to complete Part C of Annex 1: – Guidance Template for
Recording Decisions to Entrust UNHCR-funded Procurement to Partners.
Let’s have a look at the key requirements for completing this part correctly.

Brief summary of the comparative
advantage analysis

Summary explanation of the reasons
which led to the choice of the
selected Partner, in line with Part B

Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
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Following the assessment by Supply and other Units, it has been decided that the best
fit for UNHCR for the current Novapresh / Northern Territories project is HelpAid. See
the Appendices for the completed Annex 1, Part C for HelpAid.
Guidance Note 4, Paragraph 16 states:

Contents
Introduction

The UNHCR Head of Office retains the overall responsibility for ensuring
integrity and accountability related to procurement management, including
procurement entrusted to Partners. Authorization to entrust procurement to
a Partner is given in the Partnership Agreement to be signed by UNHCR and
the Partner, following UNHCR’s prior assessment of the Partner’s capacity
to procure and availability of PQP status, if applicable. Close collaboration
between the Partner and UNHCR personnel responsible for programme,
supply, project control and technical experts is essential to ensure effective
procurement by Partners in support of operations.

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

In the Expression of Interest UNHCR should always include clear and
unambiguous criteria against which the capacity of a partner to procure on behalf of
UNHCR can be assessed. As is the case with a typical procurement specification for
goods and services, the criteria should be applied to all partners who respond, and it
is not acceptable to add or remove criteria after the EOI has been published or at the
point of assessing responses. Remember, the process has to be a transparent and fair
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competition. Let’s look at another fictional example.
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UNHCR has invited partners to respond to an EOI for operating two schools in Salam

The salary scale of the Supply staff are as follows:

village. Following assessment, UNHCR has established that Giving Hands is the best
qualified of the partners that applied, and now it is necessary to make a case for trusting
Giving Hands to undertake procurement on behalf of UNHCR. Review the information
below, and decide how you would rate Giving Hands:
You, as Supply Officer, have been requested to provide a comparative advantage analysis
on delegation of procurement of USD 120,000 to national NGO Giving Hands, for
construction of two schools in Salam village. The school is supposed to be used by local
children and refugees.
The requirement for procurement of construction services for two schools was put in
the Call for Expression of Interest and it is UNHCR's first school construction project in

UNHCR

Giving Hands

1 P3

USD 7,000/month

1 Procurement
Director

USD 6,000/month

1 P2

USD 6,000/month

2 Procurement
Officers

USD 6,000/month

1 G6

USD 4,000/month

3 Procurement
Assistants

USD 4,500/month

-

-

1 Architect Advisor

USD 4,000/month

Please complete the table below to help you decide whether or not to entrust
procurement to this partner versus direct implementation/procurement. 1 point =
minimum requirement; 2 points = meets requirement; 3 points = exceeds requirement
NGO/points

this country.
The NGO has expressed its interest in implementing the construction project and has
included a procurement component in its proposal.

and Save the Children for the past four years. Both organizations have confirmed the

Efficiency in delivery/lead-time

was also audited by Save the Children’s internal auditors and was provided with an

Cost effectiveness

unqualified opinion.

Total points:

that UNHCR operates three warehouses (500 sq. m. each) but all of them are used for
CRIs.
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Staffing level

Existence of frame agreements

frame agreements for local transportation and construction materials. It should be noted
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Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

Chapter 7

expert, and have recommended the UNHCR partnership. Save the Children informed

Giving Hands operates two warehouses (500 sq. m. each) through a third party and has

Chapter 2

PQP status for an amount exceeding USD 100,000

Warehousing and logistics

of the country and met all requirements under their agreement. In 2017, Giving Hands

Chapter 1

Chapter 6

procurement capacity of Giving Hands, which includes the advice of a construction

UNHCR that Giving Hands was involved in the construction of 10 schools in other areas

Introduction

Technical expertise and knowledge of the market

VAT exemption possibilities
Giving Hands has 15 years of experience in the country, including working with UNICEF

UNHCR/points
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CHAPTER 7:

MONITORING PARTNERS WITH
AUTHORITY TO UNDERTAKE
PROCUREMENT ON BEHALF OF
UNHCR

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

When a PA has been signed by both the Partner and UNHCR, both parties work together
to deliver on the programme goals. However, as we saw earlier in this Module, it is
critically important that UNHCR monitors partners carefully to ensure that the funds
provided to UNHCR are being used effectively to deliver on UNHCR’s mandate.

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

REFLECTION ACTIVITY

Chapter 6

?	
To what extent do you and your colleagues in Supply monitor

Chapter 7

partners at present?

Chapter 8
Always

Often

Occasionally

Seldom

Never

Chapter 9
Appendices
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The monitoring of partners is usually done by Project Control staff who use the attached riskbased monitoring toolkit which includes four pages related to procurement.
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Risk Assessment Form

Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4

PMC 03(a)

Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Risk catalogue
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Chapter 9
Appendices

Weight

References

In some countries UNHCR works with dozens of partners, and many of these partners
may have responsibility for procuring goods and services on behalf of UNHCR.
It is important for UNHCR to show that it respects the partner’s processes, but at the
same time UNHCR has a duty to ensure that funds are disbursed in accordance with
UNHCR’s procurement principles.
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REFLECTION ACTIVITY

? What practical steps could you take in your UNHCR Office to ensure effective

monitoring of partners’ procurement activities? For example, it may be helpful
to ask partners to document the procurement method applied, with a brief
summary, to its periodic financial submissions. Or it may be useful for a partner
to provide you with minutes from its relevant ‘Contracts Committee’ or other
procedural documents.

NOTES:
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CHAPTER 8:

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG
Unfortunately there can be challenges when entrusting funds for procurement to
partners.
Guidance Note 4, paragraph 17 states:

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2

Should the Partner not adhere to UNHCR procurement principles, this could
have a serious impact on the quality of the delivery of Goods and/or Services
and affect the welfare of the refugees and other persons of concern and
accountability for the resources entrusted to the Partner. Such non-compliance

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5

may lead to UNHCR taking the following decisions:

Chapter 6
a) Cancel the authority to procure using UNHCR funds

Chapter 7

b) Claiming refund of unspent or misspent funds
c) Suspending the PQP status

Chapter 8

d) Terminating the Partnership Agreement

Chapter 9

e) A combination of or all of the above-listed actions

Appendices
References

REFLECTION ACTIVITY

?	
Do you have experience of the failure of partners to adhere to UNHCR

procurement principles? What were the specific issues? What did UNHCR do?
Do you feel that UNHCR’s actions were appropriate?
What lessons have you learned from this experience – have processes or
approaches changed?
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It is not possible to guarantee that partners will adhere to UNHCR’s procurement

Imagine the Project Controller approaches you with a concern about a Partner’s

principles – there is always the risk that by accident or by design, an individual or

approach to formal procurement. It seems that the Partner is failing to adhere to the

organization will fail to follow its own procedures and processes which are compatible

correct process for formal solicitation. What can you do?

with UNHCR’s.
Contact the Partner to offer support on solicitation methods used

It is therefore critical that UNHCR has mechanisms in place to ensure:

Report concerns to the MFT

• regular monitoring of procurement processes to ensure that those responsible for

Nothing, monitoring is the responsibility of Project Control

procurement have the necessary resources and training

Report the issue to HQ Supply Management Service

• validation of financial and procurement records

SUBMIT

• verification of project deliverables

Contents
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Chapter 1
Chapter 2

RESET

Chapter 3

• management of project outcomes

In this case the best thing for you to do is to work with Project Control and the

• that using a partner’s service remains in the best interest of UNHCR

Chapter 4

Partner to ﬁgure out what is happening and ensure that procedures are correctly

Imagine that you have received a call from a member of staff at a partner

followed and appropriate solicitation methods are chosen and applied.

organization. The staff member is concerned that there may be fraud occurring in

Chapter 5
Chapter 6

the purchase of goods on behalf of UNHCR. What should you do?

As part of the MFT, Supply will play an important role in supporting UNHCR’s partners.
When UNHCR entrusts responsibility for procurement to a partner, it does so on the

Investigate the fraud immediately
Report the issue to the MFT

✔

basis of an agreement by both parties to uphold their responsibilities to UNHCR’s

✔

stakeholders.

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9

Ask the staff member to report the issue within his or her own organization
Sometimes it may be appealing to take a ‘hands off’ approach to partners, but it is
SUBMIT

RESET

UNHCR regulations state that staﬀ members have a duty to report any misconduct to
the ‘oﬃcials whose responsibility it is to take appropriate action…’
Partnerships are managed by the MFT which makes recommendations to the Head of
Oﬃce. Any concerns reported to or raised by Supply should therefore be reported to
the MFT which will consider the information and make a decision about what action
to recommend.
It should be noted that anyone can report misconduct – internal or external to
UNHCR.
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critical that Supply recognizes the value of its input and that it is not only desirable, but
necessary to be fully engaged with those partners that are undertaking procurement
activities on behalf of UNHCR’s Supply team.
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CHAPTER 9:

SUMMARY
Entrusting responsibility for procurement to a partner carries significant risk, as well as
benefit for UNHCR. Working with reliable, expert partners can give UNHCR access to
the technical expertise and markets necessary to deliver its programmes, but at the same
time, UNHCR may find itself exposed to poor procurement practices and the losses that
could thereby be derived.
Supply is responsible for applying and adhering to UNHCR’s procurement principles

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

whenever funds entrusted to UNHCR are used to purchase goods, services and works.
This responsibility does not cease if the procurement actions are undertaken by a partner.
This means that the Supply team should be supported with the necessary manpower and
information to ensure that systems are in place to engage fully with the work of the MFT
– ensuring that where applicable procurement is considered for Partnership Agreements,

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

and that PQP status is obtained.

Chapter 7

Working together with HQ Supply Management Service, everyone can work to ensure

Chapter 8

that UNHCR benefits fully from the opportunities offered by working with partners, and

Chapter 9

to minimize the risks involved with entrusting UNHCR’s responsibilities to third parties.
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APPENDICES
advantages to procure instead of UNHCR procuring directly, then procurement should be

ANNEX 1 – PART A
Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust
UNHCR-funded Procurement to Partners
This Annex sets out guiding questions and aspects that are mandatory to be considered
when deciding if procurement shall be entrusted to a Partner.
It is designed to be used at the:

entrusted to the Partner as part of a Partnership Agreement, to support the activities of the
project for which the Partner will be selected. In this context, UNHCR personnel should
not procure on the behalf of Partners the items that have been assigned to Partners.
It must be noted that based on current UNHCR policies, a Partner cannot procure CRIs
and medicines, for distribution to persons of concern as well as motor vehicles for the use
of UNHCR staff. For any exceptions to the above, a waiver must be sought from DESS/PS
(hqsmsipp@unhcr.org).

i Planning Stage when, in the framework of the annual supply planning, a ‘decision in
principle’ is being taken about whether or not to entrust procurement to a Partner.

entrust procurement to a Partner should be recorded in Part A of Annex 1, which is to

(“Call”) is issued for selection of Partners.
ii “Call” Design Stage, in considering what information should be requested in the

be completed during the Detailed Planning and Budgeting (October), when preparing for
Partner selection, or at least before assigning procurement to a Partner, as feasible.
“Call” Design Stage

“Call” during the selection of Partners. Please refer to the template of “Call for

When UNHCR is considering entrusting procurement to a Partner, the Partner’s capacity

	Expression of Interest” (Annex C) of the Guidance Note on the Selection and

to procure should be one of the selection criteria during the Partner selection process. The

Retention of Partners.
iii “Call” Evaluation Stage, after prospective Partners have responded to the “Call”
through submission of Concept Notes and a decision needs to be taken as to which
	Partner will be engaged through deliberations by the multi-functional Partnership
Management Committee for the selection of Partners (hereafter referred as
Committee) and final decision by the Head of Office.
Planning Stage
As part of a project a Partner may need to procure Goods and/or Services to support
the implementation of the activities of the project. If a Partner has proven comparative

“Call” should therefore seek, inter alia, clarification on the capacity of the Partner and
their processes for conducting procurement in line with UNHCR project requirements

Chapter 2

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

deliberations during the selection process1. The relevant information in Part B of the

References

Annex should be referred to in the “Call”.
It is important to clarify in the “Call” if UNHCR requires specific products, product
knowledge, market knowledge, better access to market and sourcing, technical expertise
not available in UNHCR, and/or the ability to execute the procurement significantly quicker,
and obtain cost discounts, tax or/and other advantages that are not enjoyed by UNHCR.

Levels (OL), starting August of the planning year, not later than early October, to allow timely selection
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Chapter 1

and compatibility with UNHCR procurement principles to assist the Committee in its

1. The process of selection should take place as soon as the Operation knows its Indicative Operating
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Introduction

Chapter 3
The decision with supporting justification as to why UNHCR should procure directly or

	This stage comes prior to the stage when the “Call for Expression of Interest”

Contents

of partners and preparation of PAs. Flexibility might be exercised during urgent operational situations.

Annex 1, Part A (Revised)2
Guiding questions to support decision on modality of procurement:
procurement directly by UNHCR or through Partnerships
(Part A should be used during the Planning Stage.)
“Call” Evaluation Stage
When procurement by the Partner is being considered, the Multi-Functional Committee
must include the UNHCR personnel with the supply function.
The Committee should evaluate the procurement capacity of the applicant Partner and
its procurement processes based on the set selection criteria. The Committee shall also
re-validate comparative advantages foreseen at the Planning stage.
It is essential to document the outcome of the selection process, comparative
advantage(s) and updates/reviews of the annual/periodic supply plan for informed

UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Pillar/PPG: @UNHCR Please advise
Assessment of Procurement modality for the purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials
Why is UNHCR requesting Partner(s)
to undertake procurement and not to
be conducted directly by UNHCR – the
comparative advantage?
Describe the nature of procurement
envisaged.
Please refer to the cover note of this
document on when and how this part has to
be completed.

decision-making on the engagement of the Partner in procurement activities and future
references.
The findings of the Procurement Capacity Assessment/Selection should be recorded
in Part B (which is to be completed by the Committee when recommending a selected
Partner).

should be submitted to the Head of Office for final review and decision.
The final decision to entrust Procurement to a Partner must be recorded in Part C of
this Annex, following the Committee recommendation/decision on the selection of a
particular Partner.

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

In a preliminary market survey before the
call for expression of interest, UNHCR
has identified several partners which
can contribute a higher amount of highly
experienced and trained staff in providing
essential services and support in Novapresh
and specifically in the Northern Territories.
These organizations also offer constant
supply trainings and workshops not only to
their staff but also to different actors in the
field such as other NGOs and volunteers.
Regions where security is a concern in
hard to reach communities, also limits
market access for UNHCR in the Northern
Territories and although exempt from VAT,
this limited access represents a financial
disadvantage for UNHCR. The identified
partners hold different frame agreements
with local and international suppliers for the
provision of sanitary materials and other
goods and services including transportation
and delivery which follow economies of scale
and offer a comparative advantage over
UNHCR capacity at the present time.

Thereafter, the recommendation of the Committee to engage the applicant Partner
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Procurement is to be undertaken in the
name of UNHCR for the provision of
sanitary materials in Novapresh, Northern
Territories as the current number of UNHCR
Supply staff in the field is limited, which
hinders the purchasing and delivery capacity
given the conditions of the operation.

Validated by:

Name

Signature

Date

UNHCR Planning Coordinator

Kofi

March 1

UNHCR Senior Supply Officer
or authorized person with
designated supply functions

Anastasiya

March 1

2. List all the concerned Population Planning Groups (PPGs)/Pillars relevant to procurement in the
Operations Plan.
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ANNEX 1, PART A AND B - NOVARELIEF
Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust
UNHCR-funded Procurement to Partners
This Annex sets out guiding questions and aspects that are mandatory to be considered
when deciding if procurement shall be entrusted to a Partner.
It is designed to be used at the:

of the project for which the Partner will be selected. In this context, UNHCR personnel
should not procure on the behalf of Partners the items that have been assigned to
Partners.
It must be noted that based on current UNHCR policies, a Partner cannot procure CRIs

This stage comes prior to the stage when the “Call for Expression of Interest”
(“Call”) is issued for selection of Partners.

use of UNHCR staff. For any exceptions to the above, a waiver must be sought from

Chapter 2

The decision with supporting justification as to why UNHCR should procure directly or

Chapter 3

entrust procurement to a Partner should be recorded in Part A of Annex 1, which is to
be completed during the Detailed Planning and Budgeting (October), when preparing

ii 	“Call” Design Stage, in considering what information should be requested in the

Expression of Interest” (Annex C) of the Guidance Note on the Selection and
Retention of Partners.

“Call” Design Stage
When UNHCR is considering entrusting procurement to a Partner, the Partner’s capacity
to procure should be one of the selection criteria during the Partner selection process. The
“Call” should therefore seek, inter alia, clarification on the capacity of the Partner and

iii 	“Call” Evaluation Stage, after prospective Partners have responded to the “Call”

their processes for conducting procurement in line with UNHCR project requirements

through submission of Concept Notes and a decision needs to be taken as to which

and compatibility with UNHCR procurement principles to assist the Committee in its

Partner will be engaged through deliberations by the multi-functional Partnership

deliberations during the selection process1. The relevant information in Part B of the

Management Committee for the selection of Partners (hereafter referred as

Annex should be referred to in the “Call”.

Committee) and final decision by the Head of Office.
It is important to clarify in the “Call” if UNHCR requires specific products, product
Planning Stage

knowledge, market knowledge, better access to market and sourcing, technical expertise

As part of a project a Partner may need to procure Goods and/or Services to support

not available in UNHCR, and/or the ability to execute the procurement significantly

the implementation of the activities of the project. If a Partner has proven comparative

quicker, and obtain cost discounts, tax or/and other advantages that are not enjoyed by

advantages to procure instead of UNHCR procuring directly, then procurement should

UNHCR.

be entrusted to the Partner as part of a Partnership Agreement, to support the activities
1. The process of selection should take place as soon as the Operation knows its Indicative Operating
Levels (OL), starting August of the planning year, not later than early October, to allow timely selection
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Chapter 1

DESS/PS (hqsmsipp@unhcr.org).

for Partner selection, or at least before assigning procurement to a Partner, as feasible.

“Call” during the selection of Partners. Please refer to the template of “Call for

Introduction

and medicines, for distribution to persons of concern as well as motor vehicles for the

i 	Planning Stage when, in the framework of the annual supply planning, a ‘decision in
principle’ is being taken about whether or not to entrust procurement to a Partner.
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of partners and preparation of PAs. Flexibility might be exercised during urgent operational situations.
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Annex 1, Part A (Revised)2
Guiding questions to support decision on modality of procurement:
procurement directly by UNHCR or through Partnerships
(Part A should be used during the Planning Stage.)
“Call” Evaluation Stage
When procurement by the Partner is being considered, the Multi-Functional Committee
must include the UNHCR personnel with the supply function.
The Committee should evaluate the procurement capacity of the applicant Partner and
its procurement processes based on the set selection criteria. The Committee shall also
re-validate comparative advantages foreseen at the Planning stage.
It is essential to document the outcome of the selection process, comparative
advantage(s) and updates/reviews of the annual/periodic supply plan for informed

UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Pillar/PPG: @UNHCR Please advise
Assessment of Procurement modality for the purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials
Why is UNHCR requesting Partner(s)
to undertake procurement and not to
be conducted directly by UNHCR – the
comparative advantage?
Describe the nature of procurement
envisaged.
Please refer to the cover note of this
document on when and how this part has to
be completed.

decision-making on the engagement of the Partner in procurement activities and future
references.
The findings of the Procurement Capacity Assessment/Selection should be recorded
in Part B (which is to be completed by the Committee when recommending a selected
Partner).

should be submitted to the Head of Office for final review and decision.
The final decision to entrust Procurement to a Partner must be recorded in Part C of
this Annex, following the Committee recommendation/decision on the selection of a
particular Partner.

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

In a preliminary market survey before the
call for expression of interest, UNHCR
has identified several partners which
can contribute a higher amount of highly
experienced and trained staff in providing
essential services and support in Novapresh
and specifically in the Northern Territories.
These organizations also offer constant
supply trainings and workshops not only to
their staff but also to different actors in the
field such as other NGOs and volunteers.
Regions where security is a concern in
hard to reach communities, also limits
market access for UNHCR in the Northern
Territories and although exempt from VAT,
this limited access represents a financial
disadvantage for UNHCR. The identified
partners hold different frame agreements
with local and international suppliers for the
provision of sanitary materials and other
goods and services including transportation
and delivery which follow economies of scale
and offer a comparative advantage over
UNHCR capacity at the present time.

Thereafter, the recommendation of the Committee to engage the applicant Partner
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Procurement is to be undertaken in the
name of UNHCR for the provision of
sanitary materials in Novapresh, Northern
Territories as the current number of UNHCR
Supply staff in the field is limited, which
hinders the purchasing and delivery capacity
given the conditions of the operation.

Validated by:

Name

Signature

Date

UNHCR Planning Coordinator

Kofi

March 1

UNHCR Senior Supply Officer
or authorized person with
designated supply functions

Anastasiya

March 1

2. List all the concerned Population Planning Groups (PPGs)/Pillars relevant to procurement in the
Operations Plan.
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Annex 1, Part B (Revised)
Guiding questions for assessment of procurement capacity of Partner during
selection process
(Part B must be completed during Partner selection deliberations for each prospective
Partner that has submitted a Concept Note in response to a “Call3” . To be completed by
the supply officer, or staff with delegated authority, in collaboration with programme and
project control).
UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Project title (if known): Purchase and delivery of sanitary materials

6. Has the Partner demonstrated
experience in undertaking
procurement of a similar size and
nature over the past three years and
with which organization?- include it
in the “Call”
Please provide specific examples over
the past two years.

NovaRelief

2. Were the procurement
requirements clearly
mentioned in the “Call”?

The specifications of the sanitary materials to be procured
were included in the Terms of Reference of the call, specifying
the requirements in terms of quality and quantity of the
goods and services to be procured.

3. What is your assessment
of the Partner’s
professional experience
and capability for
undertaking procurement
at the required scale?

4. What is the procurement
size and nature to be
entrusted to the Partner
in the current year?

5. Please provide a brief
description of what is to
be procured by a Partner

Is there a functioning
procurement unit at
operational level?

o  Yes
x No

Number of International
Staff

0

Number of National
Staff

3

Average years of
professional experience
of the procurement staff

3

Procurement type

x Goods
x Services
o  Construction works

*It is the first
time NovaRelief is
bidding to undertake
procurement
activities.
International
Procurement

Unknown

Contents

(Value US$ per year)

Assessment of the selection of a specific Partner to undertake procurement
Please provide the rationale for selection: the outcome of the Partner procurement capacity
assessment, information whether the Partner has been given PQP status and other
elements as relevant. Please ensure that the relevant information below is included in the
“Call”.
1.Name of Partner under
assessment

Informal procurement/
Competitive bidding*

Local Procurement

Unknown

(Value US$ per year)
Number of relevant
projects
NovaRelief has a good
reputation of working
with UNHCR and
other agencies as a
service provider but
it has not undertaken
procurement on behalf
of other agencies.
7. Does the Partner have a clean audit
opinion and verification record
related to procurement activities in
the past two years?

o UNHCR
o other UN
agencies

o other agencies:

 udited by external audit firm
oA

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Specify audit firm

n/a

Chapter 8

Year of audit

n/a

Chapter 9

Opinion

n/a

Appendices

x International
x Local

Year of audit

Specify item for
procurement

Purchase and delivery of sanitary
materials

Opinion

Specify the value US$

USD 674,141

ICQ procurement risk
rating

100,000), the Operation has the discretion on the approach of assessing the procurement capacity
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Chapter 3

Chapter 5

3. When no Partner selection process is required due to the low agreement value (below US$
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Chapter 2

(commissioned by Partner in case of first time
engagement)

Procurement

of the Partner.

Chapter 1

Chapter 4

o Audited by UNHCR

Purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials

Introduction

References

8. The Partner is assessed as:

o notification:…01/01/2018………
o Pre-qualified by other UN agency,
Namely: …………………………………………………
Date of pre-qualification: ………………….......

o Not pre-qualified.
x Not pre-qualified but the corresponding

application is under evaluation by UNHCR
PS

o Not pre-qualified but has good potential
and is ready.

o  Yes
x No

10. Any other comments?

Partner has worked with UNHCR on successful
projects without procurement responsibilities.
UNHCR Novapresh is working with NovaRelief
to support PQP application and establishing
effective procedures and has agreed to act
on / operate procurement committees as
necessary.

o

 he Partner has the capacity and capability
T
to undertake procurement of Goods and/
or Services at the level foreseen in the
Partnership Agreement;

x T he Partner does NOT have the capacity

and capability to undertake procurement
of Goods and/or Services at the level
foreseen in the Partnership Agreement;*

*We believe that with support NovaRelief may be in
a position to perform procurement activities but not
to the levels required for this PPA.

Assessment done by:
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9.	Does the Partner have VAT/sales tax
exemption?

After the assessment of the Partner, it
can be stated:
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Position

Name

Supply Officer

Anastasiya

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

Signature

Date
April 1

ANNEX 1, PART A AND B – HELPAID
Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust
UNHCR-funded Procurement to Partners
This Annex sets out guiding questions and aspects that are mandatory to be considered
when deciding if procurement shall be entrusted to a Partner.
It is designed to be used at the:

of the project for which the Partner will be selected. In this context, UNHCR personnel
should not procure on the behalf of Partners the items that have been assigned to
Partners.
It must be noted that based on current UNHCR policies, a Partner cannot procure CRIs

This stage comes prior to the stage when the “Call for Expression of Interest”
(“Call”) is issued for selection of Partners.

use of UNHCR staff. For any exceptions to the above, a waiver must be sought from

Chapter 2

The decision with supporting justification as to why UNHCR should procure directly or

Chapter 3

entrust procurement to a Partner should be recorded in Part A of Annex 1, which is to
be completed during the Detailed Planning and Budgeting (October), when preparing

ii 	“Call” Design Stage, in considering what information should be requested in the

Expression of Interest” (Annex C) of the Guidance Note on the Selection and
Retention of Partners.

“Call” Design Stage
When UNHCR is considering entrusting procurement to a Partner, the Partner’s capacity
to procure should be one of the selection criteria during the Partner selection process. The
“Call” should therefore seek, inter alia, clarification on the capacity of the Partner and

iii 	“Call” Evaluation Stage, after prospective Partners have responded to the “Call”

their processes for conducting procurement in line with UNHCR project requirements

through submission of Concept Notes and a decision needs to be taken as to which

and compatibility with UNHCR procurement principles to assist the Committee in its

Partner will be engaged through deliberations by the multi-functional Partnership

deliberations during the selection process1. The relevant information in Part B of the

Management Committee for the selection of Partners (hereafter referred as

Annex should be referred to in the “Call”.

Committee) and final decision by the Head of Office.
It is important to clarify in the “Call” if UNHCR requires specific products, product
Planning Stage

knowledge, market knowledge, better access to market and sourcing, technical expertise

As part of a project a Partner may need to procure Goods and/or Services to support

not available in UNHCR, and/or the ability to execute the procurement significantly

the implementation of the activities of the project. If a Partner has proven comparative

quicker, and obtain cost discounts, tax or/and other advantages that are not enjoyed by

advantages to procure instead of UNHCR procuring directly, then procurement should

UNHCR.

be entrusted to the Partner as part of a Partnership Agreement, to support the activities
1. The process of selection should take place as soon as the Operation knows its Indicative Operating
Levels (OL), starting August of the planning year, not later than early October, to allow timely selection
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Chapter 1

DESS/PS (hqsmsipp@unhcr.org).

for Partner selection, or at least before assigning procurement to a Partner, as feasible.

“Call” during the selection of Partners. Please refer to the template of “Call for

Introduction

and medicines, for distribution to persons of concern as well as motor vehicles for the

i 	Planning Stage when, in the framework of the annual supply planning, a ‘decision in
principle’ is being taken about whether or not to entrust procurement to a Partner.

Contents

of partners and preparation of PAs. Flexibility might be exercised during urgent operational situations.
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Chapter 5
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Chapter 9
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Annex 1, Part A (Revised)2
Guiding questions to support decision on modality of procurement:
procurement directly by UNHCR or through Partnerships
(Part A should be used during the Planning Stage.)
“Call” Evaluation Stage
When procurement by the Partner is being considered, the Multi-Functional Committee
must include the UNHCR personnel with the supply function.
The Committee should evaluate the procurement capacity of the applicant Partner and
its procurement processes based on the set selection criteria. The Committee shall also
re-validate comparative advantages foreseen at the Planning stage.
It is essential to document the outcome of the selection process, comparative
advantage(s) and updates/reviews of the annual/periodic supply plan for informed

UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Pillar/PPG: @UNHCR Please advise
Assessment of Procurement modality for the purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials
Why is UNHCR requesting Partner(s)
to undertake procurement and not to
be conducted directly by UNHCR – the
comparative advantage?
Describe the nature of procurement
envisaged.
Please refer to the cover note of this
document on when and how this part has to
be completed.

decision-making on the engagement of the Partner in procurement activities and future
references.
The findings of the Procurement Capacity Assessment/Selection should be recorded
in Part B (which is to be completed by the Committee when recommending a selected
Partner).

should be submitted to the Head of Office for final review and decision.
The final decision to entrust Procurement to a Partner must be recorded in Part C of
this Annex, following the Committee recommendation/decision on the selection of a
particular Partner.

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

In a preliminary market survey before the
call for expression of interest, UNHCR
has identified several partners which
can contribute a higher amount of highly
experienced and trained staff in providing
essential services and support in Novapresh
and specifically in the Northern Territories.
These organizations also offer constant
supply trainings and workshops not only to
their staff but also to different actors in the
field such as other NGOs and volunteers.
Regions where security is a concern in
hard to reach communities, also limits
market access for UNHCR in the Northern
Territories and although exempt from VAT,
this limited access represents a financial
disadvantage for UNHCR. The identified
partners hold different frame agreements
with local and international suppliers for the
provision of sanitary materials and other
goods and services including transportation
and delivery which follow economies of scale
and offer a comparative advantage over
UNHCR capacity at the present time.

Thereafter, the recommendation of the Committee to engage the applicant Partner
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Procurement is to be undertaken in the
name of UNHCR for the provision of
sanitary materials in Novapresh, Northern
Territories as the current number of UNHCR
Supply staff in the field is limited, which
hinders the purchasing and delivery capacity
given the conditions of the operation.

Validated by:

Name

Signature

Date

UNHCR Planning Coordinator

Kofi

March 1

UNHCR Senior Supply Officer
or authorized person with
designated supply functions

Anastasiya

March 1

2. List all the concerned Population Planning Groups (PPGs)/Pillars relevant to procurement in the
Operations Plan.
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Annex 1, Part B (Revised)
Guiding questions for assessment of procurement capacity of Partner during
selection process
(Part B must be completed during Partner selection deliberations for each prospective
Partner that has submitted a Concept Note in response to a “Call3” . To be completed by
the supply officer, or staff with delegated authority, in collaboration with programme and
project control).
UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Project title (if known): Purchase and delivery of sanitary materials

6. Has the Partner demonstrated
experience in undertaking
procurement of a similar size and
nature over the past three years and
with which organization?- include it
in the “Call”
Please provide specific examples over
the past two years.

Formal procurement/
Competitive bidding

International
Procurement
(Value US$ per year)

Assessment of the selection of a specific Partner to undertake procurement
Please provide the rationale for selection: the outcome of the Partner procurement capacity
assessment, information whether the Partner has been given PQP status and other
elements as relevant. Please ensure that the relevant information below is included in the
“Call”.

Local Procurement

1.Name of Partner under
assessment

HelpAid

2. Were the procurement
requirements clearly
mentioned in the “Call”?

The specifications of the sanitary materials to be procured
were included in the Terms of Reference of the call, specifying
the requirements in terms of quality and quantity of the
goods and services to be procured.

12: provision, delivery
and transport of
sanitary materials
and other goods and
services

3. What is your assessment
of the Partner’s
professional experience
and capability for
undertaking procurement
at the required scale?

4. What is the procurement
size and nature to be
entrusted to the Partner
in the current year?

5. Please provide a brief
description of what is to
be procured by a Partner

Is there a functioning
procurement unit at
operational level?

x Yes
o No

Number of International
Staff

USD 3.5 million

USD 1.2 million

(Value US$ per year)
Number of relevant
projects

7. Does the Partner have a clean audit
opinion and verification record
related to procurement activities in
the past two years?

Introduction

o UNHCR
x o ther UN

Chapter 1

x o ther agencies:

Chapter 2

agencies

AidHelp,
OrgAid…

x Audited by external audit firm

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

(commissioned by Partner in case of first time
engagement)

Chapter 5

12

Specify audit firm

Deloitte

Chapter 6

Number of National
Staff

28

Year of audit

2018

Average years of
professional experience
of the procurement staff

10

Opinion

Compliant/Qualified

Procurement type

x Goods
x Services
o Construction works

o Audited by UNHCR

Procurement

x International
x Local

Specify item for
procurement

Purchase and delivery of sanitary
materials

Specify the value US$

USD 674,141

Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices
References

Opinion
ICQ procurement risk
rating

Purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials

100,000), the Operation has the discretion on the approach of assessing the procurement capacity
of the Partner.

UNHCR Procurement by Partners
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Year of audit

3. When no Partner selection process is required due to the low agreement value (below US$
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8. The Partner is assessed as:

x Pre-qualified by UNHCR:
notification:…01/01/2018………

o

Pre-qualified by other UN agency,
Namely: …………………………………………………
Date of pre-qualification: ………………….......

o

Not pre-qualified.

x Not pre-qualified but the corresponding

application is under evaluation by UNHCR
PS

o Not pre-qualified but has good potential
and is ready.

Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1

9.	Does the Partner have VAT/sales tax
exemption?

o  Yes
x No

10. Any other comments?

Partner has demonstrated to be a strategic
partner for UNHCR in the region.

After the assessment of the Partner, it
can be stated:

x T he Partner has the capacity and capability

Chapter 2

to undertake procurement of Goods and/
or Services at the level foreseen in the
Partnership Agreement;

o The Partner does NOT have the capacity

and capability to undertake procurement
of Goods and/or Services at the level
foreseen in the Partnership Agreement;*

*We believe that with support NovaRelief may be in
a position to perform procurement activities but not
to the levels required for this PPA.

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9

Assessment done by:
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Position

Name

Supply Officer

Anastasiya

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

Signature

Date
April 1
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References

ANNEX 1, PART A AND B – NOVAPRESH
DISPLACEMENT SUPPORT
Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust

of the project for which the Partner will be selected. In this context, UNHCR personnel
should not procure on the behalf of Partners the items that have been assigned to

UNHCR-funded Procurement to Partners

Partners.

This Annex sets out guiding questions and aspects that are mandatory to be considered

It must be noted that based on current UNHCR policies, a Partner cannot procure CRIs

when deciding if procurement shall be entrusted to a Partner.

and medicines, for distribution to persons of concern as well as motor vehicles for the

It is designed to be used at the:
i 	Planning Stage when, in the framework of the annual supply planning, a ‘decision in
principle’ is being taken about whether or not to entrust procurement to a Partner.
This stage comes prior to the stage when the “Call for Expression of Interest”
(“Call”) is issued for selection of Partners.
ii 	“Call” Design Stage, in considering what information should be requested in the
“Call” during the selection of Partners. Please refer to the template of “Call for
Expression of Interest” (Annex C) of the Guidance Note on the Selection and
Retention of Partners.
iii 	“Call” Evaluation Stage, after prospective Partners have responded to the “Call”
through submission of Concept Notes and a decision needs to be taken as to which
Partner will be engaged through deliberations by the multi-functional Partnership
Management Committee for the selection of Partners (hereafter referred as
Committee) and final decision by the Head of Office.
Planning Stage
As part of a project a Partner may need to procure Goods and/or Services to support
the implementation of the activities of the project. If a Partner has proven comparative
advantages to procure instead of UNHCR procuring directly, then procurement should

use of UNHCR staff. For any exceptions to the above, a waiver must be sought from

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

The decision with supporting justification as to why UNHCR should procure directly or

Chapter 3

entrust procurement to a Partner should be recorded in Part A of Annex 1, which is to
be completed during the Detailed Planning and Budgeting (October), when preparing
for Partner selection, or at least before assigning procurement to a Partner, as feasible.
“Call” Design Stage
When UNHCR is considering entrusting procurement to a Partner, the Partner’s capacity
to procure should be one of the selection criteria during the Partner selection process. The
“Call” should therefore seek, inter alia, clarification on the capacity of the Partner and
their processes for conducting procurement in line with UNHCR project requirements
and compatibility with UNHCR procurement principles to assist the Committee in its

Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Appendices

deliberations during the selection process1. The relevant information in Part B of the
Annex should be referred to in the “Call”.
It is important to clarify in the “Call” if UNHCR requires specific products, product
knowledge, market knowledge, better access to market and sourcing, technical expertise
not available in UNHCR, and/or the ability to execute the procurement significantly
quicker, and obtain cost discounts, tax or/and other advantages that are not enjoyed by
UNHCR.

1. The process of selection should take place as soon as the Operation knows its Indicative Operating
Levels (OL), starting August of the planning year, not later than early October, to allow timely selection

UNHCR Procurement by Partners
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DESS/PS (hqsmsipp@unhcr.org).

be entrusted to the Partner as part of a Partnership Agreement, to support the activities
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Contents

of partners and preparation of PAs. Flexibility might be exercised during urgent operational situations.

References

Annex 1, Part A (Revised)2
Guiding questions to support decision on modality of procurement:
procurement directly by UNHCR or through Partnerships
(Part A should be used during the Planning Stage.)
“Call” Evaluation Stage
When procurement by the Partner is being considered, the Multi-Functional Committee
must include the UNHCR personnel with the supply function.
The Committee should evaluate the procurement capacity of the applicant Partner and
its procurement processes based on the set selection criteria. The Committee shall also
re-validate comparative advantages foreseen at the Planning stage.
It is essential to document the outcome of the selection process, comparative
advantage(s) and updates/reviews of the annual/periodic supply plan for informed

UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Pillar/PPG: @UNHCR Please advise
Assessment of Procurement modality for the purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials
Why is UNHCR requesting Partner(s)
to undertake procurement and not to
be conducted directly by UNHCR – the
comparative advantage?
Describe the nature of procurement
envisaged.
Please refer to the cover note of this
document on when and how this part has to
be completed.

decision-making on the engagement of the Partner in procurement activities and future
references.
The findings of the Procurement Capacity Assessment/Selection should be recorded
in Part B (which is to be completed by the Committee when recommending a selected
Partner).

should be submitted to the Head of Office for final review and decision.
The final decision to entrust Procurement to a Partner must be recorded in Part C of
this Annex, following the Committee recommendation/decision on the selection of a
particular Partner.

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

In a preliminary market survey before the
call for expression of interest, UNHCR
has identified several partners which
can contribute a higher amount of highly
experienced and trained staff in providing
essential services and support in Novapresh
and specifically in the Northern Territories.
These organizations also offer constant
supply trainings and workshops not only to
their staff but also to different actors in the
field such as other NGOs and volunteers.
Regions where security is a concern in
hard to reach communities, also limits
market access for UNHCR in the Northern
Territories and although exempt from VAT,
this limited access represents a financial
disadvantage for UNHCR. The identified
partners hold different frame agreements
with local and international suppliers for the
provision of sanitary materials and other
goods and services including transportation
and delivery which follow economies of scale
and offer a comparative advantage over
UNHCR capacity at the present time.

Thereafter, the recommendation of the Committee to engage the applicant Partner
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Procurement is to be undertaken in the
name of UNHCR for the provision of
sanitary materials in Novapresh, Northern
Territories as the current number of UNHCR
Supply staff in the field is limited, which
hinders the purchasing and delivery capacity
given the conditions of the operation.

Validated by:

Name

Signature

Date

UNHCR Planning Coordinator

Kofi

March 1

UNHCR Senior Supply Officer
or authorized person with
designated supply functions

Anastasiya

March 1
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Annex 1, Part B (Revised)
Guiding questions for assessment of procurement capacity of Partner during
selection process
(Part B must be completed during Partner selection deliberations for each prospective
Partner that has submitted a Concept Note in response to a “Call3” . To be completed by
the supply officer, or staff with delegated authority, in collaboration with programme and
project control).
UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Project title (if known): Purchase and delivery of sanitary materials

6. Has the Partner demonstrated
experience in undertaking
procurement of a similar size and
nature over the past three years and
with which organization?- include it
in the “Call”
Please provide specific examples over
the past two years.

Formal procurement/
Competitive bidding

International
Procurement
(Value US$ per year)

Assessment of the selection of a specific Partner to undertake procurement
Please provide the rationale for selection: the outcome of the Partner procurement capacity
assessment, information whether the Partner has been given PQP status and other
elements as relevant. Please ensure that the relevant information below is included in the
“Call”.

Local Procurement

1.Name of Partner under
assessment

Novapresh Displacement Support

2. Were the procurement
requirements clearly
mentioned in the “Call”?

The specifications of the sanitary materials to be procured
were included in the Terms of Reference of the call, specifying
the requirements in terms of quality and quantity of the
goods and services to be procured.

Novapresh
Displacement
Support has a good
reputation of working
with UNHCR and
other agencies as a
service provider but
it has not undertaken
procurement on behalf
of other agencies.

3. What is your assessment
of the Partner’s
professional experience
and capability for
undertaking procurement
at the required scale?

4. What is the procurement
size and nature to be
entrusted to the Partner
in the current year?

5. Please provide a brief
description of what is to
be procured by a Partner

Is there a functioning
procurement unit at
operational level?

x
o

Number of International
Staff

0

Number of National
Staff

2

Average years of
professional experience
of the procurement staff

Unknown (the team is
supported by the Supply team
of the Ministry for Disaster
Preparedness and Migration.

Procurement type

o  Goods
o  Services
x Construction works

Unknown

$2.1 million

(Value US$ per year)
Number of relevant
projects

Yes
No
7. Does the Partner have a clean audit
opinion and verification record
related to procurement activities in
the past two years?

Introduction

o UNHCR
o other UN

Chapter 1

x other agencies:

Chapter 2

agencies

Novapresh
Ministry
for Disaster
Preparedness and
Migration

Chapter 6

(commissioned by Partner in case of first time
engagement)

Chapter 7

Specify audit firm

PwC

Chapter 8

Year of audit

2018

Chapter 9

Opinion

Non-compliant

o  International
x Local

Year of audit

Specify item for
procurement

Purchase and delivery of sanitary
materials

Opinion

Specify the value US$

USD 674,141

ICQ procurement risk
rating
3. When no Partner selection process is required due to the low agreement value (below US$
100,000), the Operation has the discretion on the approach of assessing the procurement capacity
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x Audited by external audit firm

Procurement

of the Partner.

Chapter 3

Chapter 5

o Audited by UNHCR

Purchase and delivery of
sanitary materials

Contents
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8. The Partner is assessed as:

o notification:…01/01/2018………
o Pre-qualified by other UN agency,
Namely: …………………………………………………
Date of pre-qualification: ………………….......

o Not pre-qualified.
x Not pre-qualified but the corresponding

application is under evaluation by UNHCR
PS

o Not pre-qualified but has good potential
and is ready.

* Novapresh Displacement Support believes
it is exempt from the requirement for PQP
status because of its relationship with the
Government. We are awaiting confirmation
from HQ Supply Service that this is
acceptable.
9.	Does the Partner have VAT/sales tax
exemption?

x Yes
o No

10. Any other comments?

It could be beneficial for UNHCR to work with
Novapresh Displacement Support because
of its close connections with the Ministry for
Disaster Preparedness and Migration, however
concerns raised by the recent audit, especially
relating to non-compliance in procurement
processes leads us to recommend caution
when engaging with this Partner.

After the assessment of the Partner, it
can be stated:

o

x T he Partner does NOT have the capacity

and capability to undertake procurement
of Goods and/or Services at the level
foreseen in the Partnership Agreement;*

Assessment done by:
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Name

Supply Officer

Anastasiya
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 he Partner has the capacity and capability
T
to undertake procurement of Goods and/
or Services at the level foreseen in the
Partnership Agreement;

Position
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ANNEX 1, PART C – PARTNER SELECTION
Annex 1, Part C (Revised)
Final Decisions to Entrust UNHCR-funded Procurement to a Partner
(Part C should be completed for each selected Partner)
UNHCR Operation: UNHCR Novapresh
Project title: Purchase and delivery of sanitary materials
Decision Making Stage
Name of the selected/
retained Partner

HelpAid

Brief summary of the
comparative advantage
analysis

Due to the current staffing situation caused by the
security situation, UNHCR does not have enough capacity
to conduct the procurement. HelpAid offers significant
technical expertise and capacity with highly experienced
and trained staff providing essential services and support.
HelpAid currently holds frame agreements with local
and international suppliers in the region. This affords
HelpAid market access including transportation and
delivery providing economies of scale and representing a
comparative advantage over UNHCR.

Summary explanation of
the reasons which led to
the choice of the selected
Partner, in line with Part B.

x Cost
o Response time
x Technical expertise
o Sole source
x Other: Access to market, financial advantage,

experience in the Northern Territories, staff capacity.
Please explain: HelpAid has been assessed according to
the specifications set forth in the Call and represents a
strategic partner which can contribute in terms of capacity
and expertise.
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Confirmation of the decision
made at Planning Stage
to entrust procurement to
the Partner in light of the
outcome of the “Call”

x Confirmation that the selected Partner has the

Type of procurement

Formal procurement/Competitive bidding

Value of procurement (US$)

USD 674,141

Partner selected for the
following period

From Year 2019…………… To Year 2020……………

capacity to procure;

x Confirmation that the selected Partner has a

comparative advantage over UNHCR to procure;

o  Other: ……………………………….....................

UNHCR Procurement by Partners

Recommendation by Committee

Name

Chairperson of Committee in
consultation with the members
of the Committee

Dirk

UNHCR most Senior Supply
Officer in the Operation or
authorized persons with
designated supply functions

Anastasiya

Signature

Date
May 15
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Decision

Name

UNHCR Head of Office

Henrietta

Signature

Date
May 30
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REFERENCES
For UNHCR employees, documents are available on the intranet:
Example Partnership Agreement (PA)
https://intranet.unhcr.org/en/policy-guidance/iomfoms/iom-076-fom-077-2013--bipartite-project-partnership-agreement--.html
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Example Annex 1 – Guidance Template for Recording Decisions to Entrust UNHCRfunded Procurement to Partners (Part A (Revised))
https://intranet.unhcr.org/en/policy-guidance/policies/unhcr-hcp-2014-11.html
Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note 4 Rev 1
https://intranet.unhcr.org/en/policy-guidance/administrative-instructions/unhcr-ai-20181--administrative-instruction-on--procurement-by-p.html
IPM Guidance Note and Implementing Partnership Management Guidance Note 1:
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selection-and-retention-of-partners-for-p.html
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For Partners, all documents are available on the UN Partners Portal:

Appendices

https://unpartnerportalcso.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/categories/360000359113-UNHCR
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